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Reading Memos

Reading memos are due by 7 a.m. the day before an article is scheduled to be discussed in class. Please
type them up in plain ascii text in the body of an email sent to the discussion leader (see the course web
page to find the discussion leader) and copied to me (djeong@psu.edu) with “Reading Memo” in the
subject line. These instructions are taken from C.P. Price, U of Alaska Fairbanks (with thanks to S. Gal-
lagher, E. Peeters, and P. Barmby).

The idea for Reading Memos seems to have originated with Taylor at MIT (Am. J. Phys., 60, 201-202,
1992). His goal was to ask students to serve as experts at the task of evaluating a textbook covering
material that was new to them, and thereby to improve the text he was writing. In doing so, he dis-
covered that the students self-reported that the process of composing Reading Memos according to his
instructions also benefited their learning, and so he resolved to continue to use Reading Memos in all
of his classes. Our goal for using Reading Memos is similar: to help us use class time more profitably.
Rather than spending time regurgitating all of the topics discussed in the text, we can focus on those
items which were not effectively explicated by the text.

Instruction for composing Reading Memos

1. The only ironclad rule is that you can never revise. When you write something, it stays on the
paper (or in the electronic document) and is turned in. NEVER recopy or back-edit your memo -
your remarks lose their value when they are no longer ‘fresh’.

2. Before beginning reading, set a pad of paper or several pieces of paper and a pencil to the side of
the text, on the same side that you write.

3. When you begin, note the date and time, your name, the course number and the reading you will
be doing (chapters, sections).

4. Note down di culties as they appear, with the page number.

5. If you cannot figure out what is wrong, note that as well. If the point in question is later cleared
up, DON’T revise or erase your previous note(s) - just add the second comment noting the reso-
lution for you.

6. At the end of a section or chapter, summarize your general di culties and list the questions which
you would like to have resolved.

7. Your frame of mine in composing a Reading Memo should be ‘If I don’t understand something,
it is the AUTHOR’s fault.’ However, keep in mind that your questions and comments should be
presented and intended constructively.
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Rubric for Reading Memos
Grades for reading memos will be based on the rubric given below (taken from C.P. Price, U of Alaska
Fairbanks) as follows. A reading memo is marked out of 2. Full marks are earned when the majority of
criteria are to “full mastery” standard; half marks are earned when majority of criteria are to “developing
mastery” standard and quarter marks are earned when it does not meet the half mark standard, but
something is turned in.

Stage Criteria/Standard Not to expections Developing Mastery Full Mastery
Set-up and preparation date & time Absent Incomplete Complete

reading citation Absent Incomplete Complete
Commentary spontaneity Revisions or strikeouts; Somewhat guarded open and honest

insincere; and hesitant about stream of
unforthcoming comments consciousness

comments Irrelevant Somewhat focused On point;
highly relevant

Immediate questions Perfunctory Some thought Thoughtfully
or disconnects or obfuscatory applied and constructively

posed
Summary summary of Absent Incomplete clear summary
of reading outstanding issues or cursory in plain English

questions Absent; Incomplete Questions are
needing resolution unnecessarily hostile; or cursory clearly posed

not constructive; and constructive
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